
 

4th Grade lesson:  Show Powerpoint of Dali’s animals 

1st day:  paint backgrounds.  I showed them how to bleed colors into one another, drip them a little and how to do a 

landscape “blotto” on the bottom.  Adding back in blue for water… 

2nd day:  fold copy paper in ½…draw the bodies of animals, real or imaginary.  Fairly large, especially if one animal, if 

going to do two or three adjust he size of drawing. 

3rd day:  Using carbon paper (fun!)  paperclip (I did this for them) drawing on top, carbon paper then background.  Trace 

over with colored pen (to see lines), undo---reveal! 

4th day:  Add long robotic legs, with joints and all, then add color with colored pencils.  Excellent!!! 

 

Materials:   

12x18 90 lb paper 

Tempra cakes or watercolors 

Copy paper 

Carbon paper 

Colored fine point pens and paperclips 

Colored pencils 

sharpies 

 

 

*** LESSONS will be published on Artsonia with link to powerpoint  Search for keywords:  Dali ,animals or Dali, buttterfly 



 

Kindergarten lesson!  Dali butterfly sailboat                                                

1st day:  Create blottos.  I gave out 3 pieces of paper, one larger square: 10x10, two smaller 6x6 

Name and classcode on each piece of paper, turn over and fold paper like a book.  Be sure writing is on the back, not on 

your “clean pages” 

Demo how to create a blotto, using a lot of water in your brush, load up with one color, paint on one side of book, add 

another color, then SMUSH a bug!  Yes, fold the paper and smush it, open and ahhhaa, symmetrical image.  We talk 

about symmetry and reflections.  You can add more color on one side, smush again, keep going til happy.  Do this for all 

3 papers. Lesson ties into Science and math! 

2nd day:  Create ocean paintings.  I cut my paper 11x9.  Horizontal.  Name on back. Demo how to paint with dark blue, 

light blue and white in waves… keeping colors almost separate,   to make it look real, not flat.  Cover the whole paper,  

3rd day:  Show the  Dali powerpoint, and have them design/draw their own boat on brown paper.  Cut this out.  4x6) 

Next: have pre-cut masts for students.  Next: Create butterflies, hand back out the blottos, and have them look for a 

butterfly in each painting, outline it on one side of the paper (refold and draw only on one side).  Cut out the wing from 

the fold, open and there…you have a butterfly!   

Paperclip this all together. 

4th day:  put this all together.  Glue on all parts, and you can make a slit in the ocean for their boats…go around the room 

or have this done before they arrive. I glued all down onto a blue/green background.  Add the Catalan National Flag, to 

show your support for Catalan independence!  CUTE!!! 

Materials: 

12x12, 6x6 lightweight paper, like 40lb/50lb? for blottos 

9x12 90 lb paper for tempra 

Tempra: turquoise, blue, white 

Brown construction paper 6x4, 1” by 10/12” masts in brown as well 

Glue, sharpie for antennae and black crayon for body of butterfly 



 


